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Air to Water

High Temp Heat Pump.High Temp Heat Pump.



More heating capacity

High temp heat pump advantage.

HISEER AW H series heat pump delivers higher capacity at low
evaporating temperature thereby better responding to heating requirement
than normal air source heat pump
It also results in less supplementary heating to cover the full heating
demand on the coldest days
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Higher water temperature for all applications

AW/H series heat pump has been optimized for applications in new buildings
where water temperature demand for space heating is over 50 AW/H heat
pump compressor with vapour injection has been further optimized to enable
heat pumps to efficiently produce water temperature up to 65 during cold
winter time. This is a new technology in space heating and tap water
production which permits traditional boilers to be replaced by heat pumps in
retrofit applications without changing the radiators.
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When the ambient temperature drops to below zero degree in winter the
normal air source heat pump can not run stably due to the system low
evaporation temperature small gas absorption small system gas flow and
unstable degree of superheat etc . Unit heat output will be low system runs
unstably even cause troubles like compressor liquid hammer etc. Normal air
source heat pump can not meet the heating requirement in the cold area in
winter. So the market for the heat pumps that can work under low ambient
temperature is promising.
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Highest performance with enhanced vapour
injection technology
Highest performance with enhanced vapour
injection technology

AW/H series heat pump compressor with vapour injection has an additional
port to inject vapour in the compression process. This improves the
performance of the system by increasing the heating capacity for a given
compressor displacement. Additional benefits are the reduction of the
discharge temperature and the extension of the operating envelope for the
production of high temperature water.

Position of the injection ports in the scroll set and the internal tubing
connecting the injection inlet with the scroll set



High temp heat pump technical data.

AW12/H AW13/H AW26/H

Heat output/Power consumption at 7/35℃ kW 11.5/3.0 13.0/3.3 27.0/7.0

Heat output/Power consumption at 7/45℃ kW 11.2/3.6 12.5/3.9 25.8/8.2

Heat output/Power consumption at 7/65℃ kW 11.1/4.6 12.3/5.1 25.6/10.6

Heat output/Power consumption at -7/35℃ kW 8.5/3.3 9.0/3.4 18.7/7.2

Heat output/Power consumption at -7/45℃ kW 8.4/4.0 8.9/4.1 18.6/8.6

Heat output/Power consumption at -7/65℃ kW 8.3/4.6 8.8/4.8 18.4/10.0

Starting current A 36 52 58

Sof t-start relay Included as standard

Power 230V/1PH/50Hz

Compressor

Condenser

Nominal f low heating medium l/s 0.28 0.31 0.63

Internal pressure drop at nominal f low kPa 5 5 15

Air f low m3/h 5000 5000 10000

Nominal output f an W 300 300 800

Max outgoing heating medium temperature ℃

Dimensions(HxWxD) mm 1170x1825x670

Pipe connector DN40

Weight kg 170 175 350

380-415V/3PH/50Hz

DN25

AIR TO WATER HEAT PUMP

1075x1105x505

Scroll

Brazed plate heat exchanger

65



Heating performance curve

Ambient temp.

3=Flow temperature 65℃ Full load

2=Flow temperature 45℃ Full load

1=Flow temperature 35℃ Full load
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High temp heat pump performance curve.



High temp heat pump performance curve.
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1=Flow temperature 35℃ Full load

2=Flow temperature 45℃ Full load

3=Flow temperature 65℃ Full load

Ambient temp.

Heating performance curve
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1=Flow temperature 35℃ Full load

2=Flow temperature 45℃ Full load

3=Flow temperature 65℃ Full load
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High temp heat pump performance curve.



AW12/H AW13/H

High temp heat pump dimension.

Main parts

Components AW12/H & AW13/H AW26/H

Compressor Hitachi EVI Hitachi EVI

Plate heat exchanger Multi-stack Multi-stack

Expansion valve Emerson Emerson

Controller Siemens Siemens

Electric parts Schneider Schneider

Dry filter Emerson Emerson

Liquid sight glass Emerson Emerson

Water pump Wilo Star RS25/6 None
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High temp heat pump dimension.
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High temp heat pump water pressure drop.

Optional internal water pump curve



High temp heat pump water pressure drop.
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Piping
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The unit can control a three way revert valve ( VXV ). When daily hot

water are required the three way revert valve ( VXV ) will have the priority

to revert to the hot water tank (VVB ). After the daily hot water reach its set

temperature the three way revert valve ( VXV ) return to its normal heating

circulation.
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